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Permission to Dissent: Civil Religion and the 
Radio Western, 1933–1960

Kip Anthony Wedel

In April 1950, an actor wearing black-and-white riding 
clothes, two ivory-handled revolvers, a mask, and a ten-gallon hat 
walked into several children’s hospitals in Washington, D.C. If press 
reports are any guide, the Lone Ranger’s visit was not unlike a 
Marian apparition. A boy mended his ways and refused to strike a 
friend who tripped him in the hallway. A girl flung aside her crutches 
to accept a silver bullet. Children who had refused food found their 
appetites. Children who had lain in bed sat up. “That man over there 
has done more than we could ever do,” an unnamed doctor told the 
Washington Times-Herald.1 Another physician was less impressed. 
“There were no miraculous cures observed by me,” Dr. Phillip A. E. 
Stebbing confided to a researcher five years later. “In fact, it was my 
impression that the whole affair was arranged as a publicity stunt for 
the Lone Ranger rather than for the entertainment of the children. 
I am sorry to spoil a good story, but that is the way things appeared 
to me.”2

Dr. Stebbing’s skepticism, in light of the children’s excitement 
and the newspaper’s supernatural allusions, mirrored a larger rela-
tionship between radio Westerns and American civil religion. In his 
classic 1967 essay, sociologist Robert N. Bellah defined civil religion as 
“a genuine apprehension of universal and transcendent religious real-
ity as seen in or, one could almost say, as revealed through the experi-
ence of the American people.”3 Civil religion does not worship the 
nation, but it does infuse it with transcendent importance. Though 
civil religion may borrow language from a nation’s dominant religion 
(in the United States’ case, Christianity), it avoids potentially divisive 
religious claims in order to unite a diverse population around 
national symbols or institutions.4 Because the Western genre often 
served as a vehicle of national mythology, it was suitable for civil 
religion, as well.
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32 Religion and American Culture

The Lone Ranger typified a first generation of radio Westerns, 
most originating in the 1930s, that attached religious significance to 
American progress, piety, and expansion. The United States was 
depicted as an instrument of God’s will in history, and Americans were 
described as a unique people capable of performing God’s will. By the 
1950s, however, a second generation of radio Westerns found religious 
significance less in national triumph than in the personal triumphs of 
individual citizens. America’s “religious reality,” these shows argued, 
was found in the opportunities it gave men and women to find their 
own way to the divine. Moreover, the second generation did not simply 
differ from the first generation—it actively critiqued it.

Divine Purpose and the First Generation of Radio Westerns

The Lone Ranger premiered on January 31, 1933, on then 
money-losing WXYZ in Detroit. Station owner George W. Trendle 
had severed ties with CBS and thought a locally produced Western 
could restore his business’s profitability. A handful of network or syn-
dicated radio Westerns had proved the genre’s appeal to young listen-
ers and had shown its merchandizing potential for broadcasters 
wishing to peddle hats, badges, and toy pistols. During a meeting at 
the station in December 1932, a rough concept was hammered out, and 
one of Trendle’s contract writers, Fran Striker, of Buffalo, New York, 
was hired to take it from there. A writer of legendary prolificity—the 
Saturday Evening Post estimated he wrote sixty thousand words a 
week—Striker was self-employed as a one-man syndicate when 
WXYZ’s dramatic director, James Jewell, asked him for a “wild west 
thriller . . . including all the hokum of the masked rider.”5

Striker initially tried to meet WXYZ’s request by adapting 
Covered Wagon Days, a series he had already written. As David Willson 
Parker, who interviewed Striker in 1955, put it, this first draft pre-
sented the Lone Ranger as “a happy-go-lucky cowboy who laughed 
and sang as he shot down assorted outlaws.” However, Trendle 
wanted a man of moral purpose, a patriot—in his own words, “the 
embodiment of a granted prayer.” The prayer was America, and the 
embodiment would not smoke, drink, or use slang. When he had to 
use violence, he would graze the skin or shoot off a hat. As an official 
company history described, “Trendle envisioned a radio series that 
would paint a graphic picture of the hardships endured by pioneers 
that they might establish the principles which have been handed 
down as an American Heritage.”6

At the center of those principles was a civil religion that 
described the United States as an expression of divine purpose in 
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Permission to Dissent 33

history, appealed to individuals to orient themselves toward that pur-
pose, and associated the fulfillment of that purpose with national 
expansion.7 In Trendle and Striker’s view, the United States was a vehi-
cle through which God brought moral order to human affairs. The 
Ranger was an ideal American living in concert with God’s moral order 
and helping others to do likewise. In an unpublished statement titled 
“Teaching Democracy through Adventure Stories,” Trendle called the 
Ranger “a composite of all men who uphold the laws of God and man” 
and argued that he helped listeners appreciate “our great American 
Heritage of opportunity, security and freedom.” Striker distinguished 
between human law and transcendent morality in a set of guidelines 
for freelance writers when he wrote that the Ranger disapproved of 
“men who, even though within their legal rights, step beyond the 
bounds of fair play.” Throughout the company’s promotional literature 
and the show’s scripts, terms commonly associated with America, such 
as freedom, liberty, and opportunity, were described as if they repre-
sented the kind of society God intended for human beings. The 
Ranger’s divine inspiration was stated explicitly in an episode recount-
ing his origins. At the moment the masked man realized his destiny, the 
narrator intoned, “In the Ranger’s eyes, there was a light that must 
have burned in the eyes of knights in armor, a light that through the 
ages lifted the souls of strong men who fought for justice—for God!”8

To the view that the United States represented divine purpose, 
The Lone Ranger added the expectation that responsible citizens would 
orient themselves voluntarily toward that purpose. Most often, this 
was described as having “faith,” though the precise definition of faith 
seemed to waver between “trust” and “belief.” At various times, sym-
pathetic characters expressed faith in God, the nation, or each other but, 
in each instance, improved themselves by having faith and, thereby, 
helped the nation fulfill its divine calling. In effect, the show’s use of 
“faith” was an extension of nineteenth-century Protestant voluntarism, 
but it functioned as a premise of civil religion because it refused sectar-
ian boundaries and emphasized the building up of the nation. As 
Striker put it in his writer’s guidelines, the Ranger

is generally visualized as a Protestant, but . . . he shows 
respect for preachers and worshippers of every denomina-
tion, including the Indians’ veneration of their own Great 
Spirits. The Lone Ranger believes that our Sacred American 
Heritage provides that every individual has the right to 
worship God as he desires.9

So important was faith that it could ennoble the faithful even if the 
object of adoration proved unworthy. Such was the lesson of “Faith at 
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34 Religion and American Culture

Foxhead,” a Lone Ranger episode broadcast on June 11, 1943. Deputy 
Sheriff Jeff Pearson wanted to marry the sheriff’s daughter, Melody 
Walker, but Jeff had gone bad and helped the evil Linc Morgan rustle 
cattle at Foxhead Canyon. Melody suspected the rustling, but it was too 
horrible to contemplate, so she convinced herself it was not true. “I just 
have faith in Jeff, that’s all,” she told the Lone Ranger. Meanwhile, Jeff’s 
father and a U.S. marshal were ambushed. Jeff’s father survived, but 
the marshal was killed, and the Lone Ranger retrieved the badge from 
his corpse. When Jeff was killed at the scene of a subsequent rustling, 
the Lone Ranger ordered his Indian companion, Tonto, to ride to Jeff’s 
body and pin the marshal’s star upon it. Though the Ranger knew it 
was not true, he let people think Jeff was an undercover marshal so 
they would never know he had been a rustler. “The boy was killed 
because he made many mistakes, but why should a girl’s faith die with 
him?” the Ranger asked. “Hurry, Tonto!”10

The case of Bull Davis, owner of a café in the frontier town 
of White Rock, illustrated faith’s ability to turn a rapscallion into a 
productive citizen. Bull was a burly, unpleasant character who ver-
bally abused his son, hated religion, and had run the last preacher 
out of town. A replacement, Parson Wheeler, traveled to White Rock 
to complete an unfinished meetinghouse, and his son, Jack, 
befriended Bull’s son, Billy. Bull did not know of the boys’ secret 
meetings at the construction site, so, when he decided to burn the 
meetinghouse down, he accidentally trapped Billy inside the blaz-
ing building. Jack ran in to fetch him but became trapped himself. 
“If you have any faith at all, pray a little,” the Ranger told Bull 
before going in after both boys. Bull was so struck by the selfless-
ness, first, of Jack and, then, of the Lone Ranger that he embraced 
religion and promised to pay for “the finest meetinghouse money 
can build.” When Billy revealed that Jack taught him to preach dur-
ing their secret meetings, Bull told his son about the change the 
masked man effected within him, as well.

“I don’t know who he is, but he taught me something I’ll 
never forget,” Bull said.
“What did he teach you, Pa?”
“That faith is bigger than guns, son. It made me and the parson 
friends. And it made me thankful to the masked hombre, and, 
well, son, I’ll always believe it brought you back to me.”11

Of course, to assert, on the one hand, that the United States 
represented a godly order for humankind and, on the other hand, that 
“every individual has the right to worship God as he desires” was to 
invite a potential dilemma. What about Americans who exercised 
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their right to worship an unpopular deity or multiple deities? The 
Lone Ranger attempted to square that circle by emphasizing that, 
while the individual’s right to make religious choices was respected, 
not all choices had the same effects. In keeping with the requirements 
of a truly civil religion, the show avoided the explicitly Christian lan-
guage used in church-sponsored programs, but it did depict abstract 
“religion” as a force for moral good, and it readily engaged in moral 
didacticism.12 Dan Beattie, a Lone Ranger staff writer, clarified the 
Ranger’s moral role by comparing him to Robin Hood. The hero of 
Sherwood Forest, Beattie said, simply replaced one crime with 
another, but the Ranger brought criminals into line with right moral 
order. For example, Beattie said, “if there are some very rich or pow-
erful ranchers who are trampling on the rights of the little people, the 
Ranger will have to ‘convert’ them so that they can see the error of 
their ways. Also the Ranger sometimes ‘rehabilitates’ crooks. When 
they die they say they are sorry for what they’ve done.”13

In elaborating the third premise of The Lone Ranger’s civil 
religion—the notion that national expansion fulfilled a divine plan—
the Ranger sometimes came into contact with minority religions, but 
the writers handled them in classic civil religious fashion by obscuring 
articles of dissention. In “The Fire God,” the Ranger freed some prison-
ers by exposing the Apache medicine man, Peyroma, as a fraud. He did 
not, however, debunk all Apache religion or attempt to Christianize the 
Indians. Rather, he convinced the Apaches that he spoke for the Fire 
God more reliably than Peyroma.14 Similarly, another first-generation 
series, Frontier Fighters, celebrated the expansion of religion in the West 
by re-enacting scenes from the lives of white clergymen, including 
Unitarian minister Thomas Starr King and Mormon leader Brigham 
Young, but the stories emphasized nation-building qualities that non-
Unitarians and non-Mormons could cheer. King was championed for 
his efforts to keep California in the Union, and Young’s story celebrated 
America’s promise of religious freedom.15

Such finessing allowed first-generation Westerns to depict 
religion, however abstractly defined, as an unambiguous good in 
American expansion. The point was humorously illustrated in a Lone 
Ranger episode broadcast on January 29, 1945. The frontier town of 
Reid City was annoyed by a tyrannical preacher called “The Deacon,” 
who was determined to build a church. After a few minutes of warn-
ing townspeople that they were destined to burn in hell, the Deacon 
decided sin in Reid City was so bad he had to smash the Royal Flush 
Saloon. When the Ranger heard of this, he was afraid the Deacon 
would be killed by Faro Keller, a notorious gambler. The Ranger pres-
sured Keller into helping the Deacon build the church if, in exchange, 
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the Deacon agreed to leave town the day it was finished. On the day 
the church was completed, the Deacon left, but a stagecoach arrived 
carrying an even more tyrannical preacher—Parson Johnny Brimstone. 
The Ranger shocked the town by replacing the Deacon with Parson 
Johnny. The story ended with the new preacher shooting the church 
bell to call everyone together. “Come to meeting brothers!” he roared. 
“Let Parson Johnny Brimstone drive away your sins!”16

Transition: War Hot and Cold

However iconic The Lone Ranger became in popular culture, it 
remained a commercial product. First-generation radio Westerns 
turned to the language of divine purpose, in part, because radio was 
a fledgling medium in the 1930s and it needed to build a large audi-
ence quickly. The themes described above were well-trod turf for 
Americans familiar with the messianic rhetoric of politicians such as 
William McKinley and Woodrow Wilson, and broadcasters such as 
Trendle and Striker could assume their audiences’ biblical literacy. 
This assumption was exemplified by the “Old Ranger” of Death Valley 
Days when he introduced a story about a burro with a casual refer-
ence to Balaam’s ass of the Book of Numbers.17 Second-generation 
radio Westerns would sound a different tone. During World War II 
and the early years of the Cold War, four changes in the radio indus-
try paved the way: wartime programming defined global struggle in 
terms accessible to ordinary individuals, the horrors of war made the 
world morally confusing for millions of Americans, competition from 
television pushed radio producers toward greater innovation, and 
writers developed highly productive grievances.

Radio came of age during World War II. Millions heard of 
Pearl Harbor, D-Day, and the death of Hitler on their radios, and talk 
shows offered intelligent discussion of social and political topics. 
Radio also articulated widely held assumptions about the United 
States, such as when President Franklin D. Roosevelt declared that 
Allied victory would uphold “the ideal of the family, the simple prin-
ciples of common decency and humanity,” terms with which nearly 
all Americans could identify.18 Eight days after Pearl Harbor, on 
December 15, 1941, an audience of sixty million listened in when NBC 
Red, NBC Blue, CBS, and Mutual broadcast Norman Corwin’s We 
Hold These Truths, an hour-long dramatization of the forging of the Bill 
of Rights. Though in preparation months before the attack, its broad-
cast so shortly after that event rallied Americans to a defense of indi-
vidual liberties. Freedom of religion was mentioned prominently, 
and, at one point, the “mild man with the scars on his hands and 
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feet,” though not named, was said to have been present when the Bill 
of Rights was written. “Was he not executed over an issue of the 
rights of man?” the narrator asked. “Make no mistake about it. He 
was there. He sat beside James Madison and Elbridge Gerry and John 
Page in Federal Hall.” Corwin’s biographer, R. LeRoy Bannerman, 
called the broadcast “a national manifesto.”19

After the war, millions of those who left small towns and 
farms to fight were not the same when they returned, and novels such 
as From Here to Eternity and The Naked and the Dead grappled with a 
world that had become more complex. Americans who associated 
“common decency and humanity” with the New Deal’s promise of a 
more just and equitable America also saw their hopes dashed. In 1946, 
the same year Connecticut Representative Chester Bowles pleaded 
for a restored New Deal in Tomorrow Without Fear, Congress axed a 
meaningful Full Employment Act, workers’ real incomes shriveled 
when wartime price controls were lifted, and President Harry 
Truman’s fights with the unions were so blustery that he threatened 
to seek authority to draft strikers into the Armed Forces.20

More buoyant was the nation’s economy, which, despite a 
few temporary downturns, witnessed the ignition of what would 
become a decades-long postwar housing boom. Inside millions of 
new homes were millions of new television sets. From 1948 to 1950, 
the number of sets in the United States mushroomed from 148,000 to 
4.4 million.21 Most radio networks were eager to expand to television, 
but first the new medium had to pass through a money-hemorrhaging 
development phase. Raiding radio was the answer. In the early 1950s, 
networks with radio and television divisions shifted funds from the 
former to the latter. William Paley, who owned CBS, explained years 
later that his television division lost $60 million before hitting the 
black in 1953 while his radio division dropped from a peak in 1950 to 
red ink in 1956.22 Ironically, radio’s financial agony had a liberating 
effect on programming content. Network executives meddled less, 
and radio division executives encouraged risk taking. Programs 
became flintier, edgier, and more iconoclastic.23

Had it not been for three ex-FBI agents and a Syracuse, New 
York, grocer, postwar politics may have been annoying, but it would 
not have been terrifying for people in the radio industry. Theodore 
Kirkpatrick, John Keenan, and Kenneth Bierly, who worked for the 
FBI during the war, formed the vigilante anticommunist investigation 
firm American Business Consultants in 1947. Three years later, they 
produced Red Channels: The Report of Communist Influence in Radio and 
Television, a 213-page special edition issued on June 22, 1950, to sub-
scribers of the trio’s newsletter, Counterattack. The booklet contained 
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the names of 151 entertainers—including Norman Corwin—and 
alleged they had connections with left-leaning organizations. Most of 
the 151 had backed the New Deal, and some had simply supported 
the wartime U.S.-Soviet alliance. The next year, Laurence Johnson, the 
owner of four grocery stores and whose son was in Korea, appointed 
himself a kind of Red Channels enforcer. Johnson knew businesses 
avoid controversy, so, if he found a product advertised on a show that 
employed a blacklisted person, he displayed that product beside its 
biggest competitor. Then, he placed a sign in front of the two prod-
ucts, implying that one supported America and the other might back 
subversives. He encouraged other grocers to do the same. Though 
Johnson’s critics painted him as a small-town eccentric, two facts 
spooked advertising agencies and networks into thinking he was 
dangerous: first, he was an officer in the National Association of 
Supermarkets, and, second, advertising for items stocked by grocers 
made up most of radio’s revenue.24

The effect was chilling. Before Red Channels, radio’s decision 
makers could say they did not know a particular performer’s political 
views, but, after Red Channels and the expanded lists that followed, 
anticommunist hardliners would not take that for an answer. Norman 
Corwin was never unemployed as a result of blacklisting, but other 
actors suffered mightily. Veteran radio actor Joseph Julian lost almost 
all his income from 1950 to 1953. Fear and anger consumed the indus-
try—those who were not listed were furious, and, if they spoke out, 
became listed. As Julian put it, “Any political liberal, or anyone 
vaguely to the left of right, might suddenly be labeled a Communist 
or a fellow traveler. . . . Left became a dirty word. A joke of the time: 
‘I have no left foot. Only a right foot number two.’ But [it] was not 
very funny.”25 Throughout the 1950s, radio’s writers would look for 
ways to embed protestations into their scripts.26

Concurrent with these changes in the radio industry were 
shifts of tone in civil religion. Roosevelt was quick to recognize the 
usefulness of civil religion and radio, and he used both to develop 
themes of ecumenism and social betterment. When Roosevelt made 
freedom of religion one of his Four Freedoms, he cast the war as a 
battle for all religion against “godless” Axis oppression, and, when 
he spoke of freedom from want, he contrasted poverty to the 
“abundant life” he associated with New Deal domestic policies.27 In 
the 1950s, President Eisenhower struck a similarly ecumenical tone 
in his 1954 State of the Union speech, when he said Americans 
“have always reserved their first allegiance to the kingdom of the 
spirit.”28 Though critical of the New Deal, his civil religion still bore 
traces of social betterment, such as when he contrasted the 
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“religious” basis of American freedom to the “godless” nature of 
Soviet tyranny.

American civil religion flourished in the 1950s as the United 
States appeared to enjoy a more general religious revival. A report by 
the Gallup polling organization showed that 49 percent of Americans 
said they worshipped in the previous week in 1958, whereas only 
37 percent said that in 1940.29 The Reverend Norman Vincent Peale 
sold positive-thinking books by the millions, and radio answered 
Hollywood’s biblical spectacles with series such as Family Theater and 
The Greatest Story Ever Told. Not everyone, however, was impressed. 
Journalist and scholar William Lee Miller complained that popular 
piety was “’salable’ religion, quite clearly and often quite candidly cut 
to fit the requirements of Hooper ratings, box offices, and newsstand 
sales.” Meantime, a different group of critics wanted more exclusively 
Christian rhetoric. While Red Channels blurred the line between New 
Deal liberals and anti-American Communists in the entertainment 
industry, others smeared left-of-center clergymen. J. B. Mathews, 
an employee of Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s Senate committee, called 
America’s Protestant ministers the “largest single group supporting 
the Communist apparatus in the United States today,” and funda-
mentalist preacher Carl T. McIntire denounced the Revised Standard 
Version of the Bible as “Stalin’s Bible.”30

By the 1950s, radio’s writers and producers had ample cause 
to wonder if The Lone Ranger’s language of divine purpose was as 
innocuous as it had seemed in the 1930s. If Norman Corwin was not 
safe—a man whose patriotism stirred a nation at war—then who 
was? The stage was set for a second generation of radio Westerns.

Revisionism and the Second Generation of Radio Westerns

John Meston did not listen to The Lone Ranger or any other 
radio cowboy. Born in 1914, he was an adult when the Masked Man 
reached his hometown of Pueblo, Colorado, and he did not have time 
for radio. He was too busy with the real West—roping calves on the 
rodeo circuit, fishing for trout in bubbling streams, and riding horses 
through the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. He did have an affinity for 
stories, but his tastes ran more to James Joyce than Zane Grey. Meston 
longed for dramas less didactic and simplistic than fare served up by 
Trendle and Striker. When he went to work for CBS Radio after 
returning from World War II, he wondered if the radio Western could 
be more intelligent, literate, and challenging.31

Meston’s job at CBS was continuity acceptance. Working in 
Hollywood, it was his responsibility to review scripts for all types of 
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programs and to make sure they met the station’s policies and stand-
ards. As such, he came to know many of the network’s writers and 
producers. One producer, Norman Macdonnell, then working on an 
acclaimed, if not particularly profitable, anthology series called 
Escape, was intrigued at the thought of a new kind of Western. After 
a couple of well-received experiments on Escape and Romance, another 
show Macdonnell produced, the two men approached CBS in 1951 
about launching a new series. They were surprised to learn that the 
network’s vice-president in charge of programming, Harry Ackerman, 
already had writers and actors in place for a similar project called 
Gunsmoke. Two auditions were recorded, but the project failed to find 
a sponsor. CBS did not, however, forget about Meston and Macdonnell. 
In April 1952, when another CBS series lost its sponsor, the network 
gave Gunsmoke a second chance, and, this time, they let Meston and 
Macdonnell sort out the details.32 

Just as The Lone Ranger was illustrative of the first generation of 
radio Westerns, so Gunsmoke came to epitomize the second generation. 
Ackerman’s stillborn project and a brief transitional series, Hawk Larabee, 
which was broadcast in the late 1940s, had preceded Gunsmoke in 
Ackerman’s search for something more sophisticated, but everything 
that followed measured itself against Meston’s revision of Western 
mythology. Instead of an expression of divine purpose, America was a 
human society in second-generation Westerns. Whether or not the 
United States brought moral order to the world, it did give people the 
opportunity to discover something transcendent within themselves, 
and actions more than confessions of faith marked the outward mani-
festations of their inner struggles.

In Meston’s view, job number one was deflating the larger-
than-life hero, or, as he put it in a letter, the “phony big-hat” who “rides 
along thumping his guitar, nasally singing a synthetic ballad, and look-
ing for all the world like a fugitive from a cheap circus.”33 Gunsmoke’s 
hero, Matt Dillon, was a man doing his job to the best of his ability, and 
his sidekick, Chester Proudfoot, was likeable but dim. The female lead, 
Kitty, was a woman of noble character in a less-than-noble profession. 
Meston admitted in a 1960 interview that Kitty’s prostitution was 
elided on television, but Amanda Blake, who played the role on televi-
sion, took her cue from radio: “Let’s face it,” said Blake, “she’s a work-
ing girl in the old West and she doesn’t take in washing.”34

Gunsmoke’s episode titled “The Preacher” featured Seth 
Tandy, a clergyman who lost his faith in God as well as his self-
esteem. He traveled West so as not to infect others with doubt, and, 
when he was confronted by a thug named Sam Keeler, he allowed 
himself to be beaten without resistance. When Sam kidnapped Seth 
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and took him into the countryside to kill him, Matt Dillon risked his 
own life to save Seth. Seth was moved by the hero’s courage.

“You came willing to sacrifice your life to save mine, and 
knowing mine is worthless,” he said to Matt.

The marshal’s temper flared.

“No man’s life is worthless, Tandy, whether he thinks so  
or not.”

“I can see that now,” said Seth.

Restored, he decided to return to his church in the East.35 The contrast 
with The Lone Ranger was striking. In “Faith at Foxhead,” Melody 
Walker’s faith in Jeff Pearson was good even if it was not true, so the 
Lone Ranger happily misled her by fitting the “facts” to the faith. Seth 
Tandy, however, witnessed the fact of Dillon’s courageous action, saw 
his own worth as a reflection of that act, and rediscovered faith 
because of what he learned.

Not all stories ended so happily. Another second-generation 
Western, Frontier Gentleman, broadcast its own tale titled “The Preacher.” 
Thomas Yorby was a gunman-turned-minister in Deadwood, South 
Dakota, hunted by his brother-in-law, Boyd Greer. Years earlier, Yorby 
gave up a life of killing for what he called a life of “good” and married 
Greer’s sister. They moved to a riotous Kansas frontier town to begin 
a ministry, but another gunfighter recognized Yorby from his past life 
and, in the confrontation that followed, Yorby’s wife was killed. Yorby 
blamed himself for her death, lost his faith, and fled for his life. In 
Deadwood, Greer caught up with him and vowed to avenge his sis-
ter’s death.

The show’s eponymous hero, J. B. Kendall, an English jour-
nalist in the West, forced the two men to confront each another in a 
hotel room. Kendall thought, if Greer had to kill Yorby face-to-face, he 
could not go through with it, and he was right. In a tense scene in the 
hotel, Yorby stopped fearing death and told Greer he welcomed it. 
Greer realized that killing Yorby was an act of mercy more than 
revenge and would only condemn himself to hanging. He fled the 
room, leaving Yorby to his sorrow. Though Kendall avoided the trag-
edy of a second killing, both men’s pain remained, and no mention 
was made of Yorby recovering his faith. The two men confronted their 
feelings honestly, but neither found simple or formulaic answers.36

To understand the civil religion of second-generation 
Westerns, it is crucial to note they did not simply offer an alternative 
version of American history—they also engaged critically with the 
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first generation’s version, what Meston called the West of the “phony 
big-hat.” Like their predecessors, second-generation Westerns saw 
the frontier as a place of testing, but the tests differed. In shows such 
as The Lone Ranger, the West was an empty land to be conquered and 
brought into a divinely-inspired “American Heritage,” but, in shows 
such as Gunsmoke, it was a place of pure possibility—for good or 
evil—where obstacles to the transcendent could be removed. 
Moreover, instead of stressing correctness of moral choice and the 
transformative power of faith, second-generation Westerns empha-
sized the New Deal themes of ecumenism and social betterment. To 
return to Bellah’s definition of civil religion, they did not deny a “reli-
gious reality” in the frontier experience, but they insisted that first-
generation Westerns characterized that reality improperly.

In “Father O’Tool’s Organ,” a two-part Have Gun, Will Travel 
story broadcast in 1960, a Christian religious quest was aided by 
political revolutionaries (voices of social betterment) and a non-Chris-
tian religion (an ecumenical presence). The show’s hero, Paladin, was 
asked to fetch an organ in Vera Cruz, Mexico, by the organ’s new 
owner, Father O’Tool, who ran a Catholic mission on the American 
side of the Rio Grande River. The padre arranged for an Indian 
named Tono—an obvious allusion to Tonto—to aid Paladin on his 
journey. On their return, Paladin and Tono encountered the revolu-
tionaries, who offered them protection. Unfortunately, when they 
arrived at the mission, a planned horse race threatened to empty the 
mission on the day a bishop was to inspect the new organ. Tono asked 
a Navajo medicine man to dance for rain to postpone the horse race, 
and the rain came on cue. The church was filled with parishioners 
when the bishop arrived, and Father O’Tool succeeded in making a 
good impression on his superior.37

Even Hopalong Cassidy, a 1950s radio show that retained 
many first-generation elements, combined religious imagery with the 
New Deal’s wariness of unrestrained capitalism. In an episode broad-
cast on January 15, 1950, Hopalong, a sort of toned-down Lone 
Ranger, and his sidekick, California Carlson, happened across an 
abandoned church in a ghost town. Inside the church, they met the 
mother and daughter of the preacher who built the church. The 
preacher had donated the church and its land to the town, but he 
since had been shot, and the townspeople driven away, by gunmen. 
Hopalong and California learned that a wealthy miner named Riker 
intended to destroy the church, ostensibly for lumber, and justified 
himself on the theory that unused public resources belonged to 
whomever grabbed them first. Later, Hopalong discovered Riker cov-
eted oil beneath the church. In contrast to a 1938 Lone Ranger episode 
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that ridiculed a stubborn farmer for refusing an oil company, 
Hopalong defended the church and public land against a rapacious 
businessman.38

Finally, second-generation radio Westerns used ecumenism 
and social betterment to judge—though not necessarily reject—
America’s missionizing destiny. Expansionism still might be applauded 
but only if it tolerated differences and improved people’s lives. In Fort 
Laramie’s “The Massacre,” which may have been inspired by the Sand 
Creek Massacre of 1864, U.S. Army Captain Lee Quince had the touchy 
job of talking Shoshone Chief White Dog into moving to designated 
lands. While awaiting the chief’s decision, Quince and another officer, 
Lt. Seiberts, conversed in camp. Quince revealed his religious convic-
tions to be as open-ended as Eisenhower’s civil religion.

“You a religious man, Captain?” Seiberts asked.

“There are things I believe, Mr. Seiberts. This. Tonight. 
Challenge of the mountains, peace of the stars, men living 
under them without fear. Guess that’s pretty close to what I 
believe in.”

Quince’s diplomacy was spoiled when a much different officer, a 
bloodthirsty, Bible-spouting Major Petrie from Fort Pierre, ordered his 
troops to murder White Dog’s band while they traveled. A shouting 
match between Quince and Petrie at the show’s close ended with 
Quince charging, “Your killing is the worst kind—killing in the name 
of God!” Throughout Fort Laramie’s brief run, Quince was conflicted 
about policing a native people who, in his estimation, had at least as 
much right to be in the West as he did.39

Conclusion: Permission to Dissent

In terms of national mythology, the shift from first-generation 
shows such as The Lone Ranger to second-generation shows such as 
Gunsmoke paralleled a development that Richard Slotkin noted in 
early American literature. Slotkin argued that European immigrants 
to North America “went native” in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries as the popularity of Puritan captivity narratives such as 
Mary Rowlandson’s The Soveraignty and Goodness of God gave way to 
hunter myths such as John Filson’s The Adventures of Colonel Daniel 
Boon. The former described America as a wilderness in which God 
tested Europeans’ moral mettle and either turned them into “sav-
ages” or improved them as a result of their ordeal. The latter saw the 
frontier as a place to escape the confines and conventions of 
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“civilization” and the West as a land where the individual could gain 
deeper self-knowledge and personal nobility.40 Though first-genera-
tion Westerns eschewed the Calvinist predestination and exclusively 
Christian language of Puritan narratives, they retained a notion of the 
West as a divine sieve in which the faithful were separated from the 
faithless, and a new nation was forged by and for the former. Second-
generation Westerns mimicked the hunter narratives. Equally steeped 
in frontier mythology, they described America less as a divine blue-
print for human society than as a place where humans can find what 
is true in themselves. Insights found in the West then could be used 
to critique the civilization left behind.

In terms of civil religion, the shift from first- to second-
generation Westerns—especially the second generation’s critical 
stance—represented a move from what historian Martin E. Marty has 
called the “priestly” to the “prophetic.” In Marty’s description, civil 
religion in the priestly mode described a nation “under” a deity who 
gave that nation “identity, meaning, and purpose.” Civil religion in the 
prophetic mode judged a nation according to a higher standard which 
was implied by but ultimately greater than the nation’s history. In Fort 
Laramie’s “The Massacre,” for example, Captain Quince condemned 
Captain Petrie’s savagery not simply because it was contrary to what a 
human being ought to do but specifically because it was contrary to 
what an American ought to do. Marty reinforced the difference between 
these two modes of civil religion with a biblical analogy in which Joel 
illustrated the priestly mode and Amos illustrated the prophetic mode. 
“If Joel, speaking for Yahweh, could ‘call a solemn assembly,’ Amos 
could speak in the same name and say, ‘I despise the noise of your sol-
emn assemblies,’” Marty wrote.41

Second-generation Westerns did not replace first-generation 
Westerns; the latter remained on the air and continued to attract large 
audiences. They did, however, give Americans like Dr. Stebbing, who 
greeted the Lone Ranger in the Washington hospital, permission to 
question—even permission to dissent from—pre-war civil pieties. 
Though second-generation Westerns usually continued to assume 
that the United States represented a chance for human beings to start 
over—a last best hope—the nation now was a place with more room 
for individual expression and greater possibilities for social improve-
ment. Civil religion itself was not discarded—these shows did not 
baldly state that America had no religious significance—but ques-
tions about that significance were reopened. The new style of Western 
found its own audience in a people matured and sometimes hardened 
by war, busy with the hopeful work of building new cities, and 
angered by anticommunist excesses as well as communists.
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The critical tinge of the second generation’s civil religion paral-
leled protests heard in American Christianity during the same years. In 
a study of American religious thought in the two decades after World 
War II, James Hudnut-Beumler distinguished between the “popular 
religion” that reflected Christian doctrines casually and uncritically 
and the “elite religion” more apt to be found in seminaries than subur-
ban pulpits. The popular religion of figures such as Norman Vincent 
Peale dominated the religious revival of the 1950s, but a minority voice, 
usually represented by academics such as Will Herberg and Reinhold 
Niebuhr, criticized it as self-absorbed and apologetic of the status quo.42 
Second-generation Westerns adopted a similarly critical voice toward 
the triumphalist narratives of The Lone Ranger’s generation.

That this conversation occurred in radio Westerns is not sur-
prising. Scholars long have understood the Western genre’s malleabil-
ity. In a classic essay, film critic Robert Warshow called the Western 
“an art form for connoisseurs” because slight variations carry big 
meanings. Dissenting writers did not have to stray far from conven-
tions to embed protests in such a way that those who had ears to hear 
heard them, while others simply enjoyed a ripping yarn. At the same 
time, radio was an ideal medium for constructing new meanings. Not 
only was it the dominant broadcast medium of the time, but its prop-
erties were also easily exploited by civil religion. Media theorist 
Marshall McLuhan famously quoted an anonymous radio listener, 
who said, “I live right inside radio when I listen.”43 The listener might 
as easily have said, “Radio exists right inside my head.” Unlike film, 
which projected a director’s visualization of each scene, radio 
required listeners to create their own “pictures.” Inevitably, those 
images varied. To use a trivial example, some people probably imag-
ined Matt Dillon as tall and dark-haired, while others made him as a 
stocky blond. Whatever the differences, they were hidden while the 
information actually broadcast was public. Radio drama gave its lis-
teners a common experience by de-emphasizing the individual ways 
they received it just as civil religion united Americans by overlooking 
the religious articles that divided them.44

Radio also redefined time and space. Because sound exists 
as sound only in the moment it is uttered, radio fragmented time 
into the momentary and gave Americans simultaneous experiences 
they had not had before.45 Similarly, because radio signals traversed 
thousands of miles, space became more imaginary as Americans 
gathered beside their radios to join “communities of the air” instead 
of meeting in local, public spaces as had their ancestors.46 
Reinterpretations of time and space privileged national identities 
over local differences.
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Unfortunately, by the 1950s, the hour was late for all radio 
drama. Soon, broadcast drama would go the way of television, and 
radio would develop new formats, usually in local markets. The Lone 
Ranger rode into the sunset, as a radio character, in 1954, though an 
arrangement with General Mills kept repeats on the air for two more 
years. Gunsmoke aired on the radio until 1961.47 It would be the radio 
Western’s ironic fate to sound out new civil religious ideas just at the 
moment it lost its voice.
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The Gunfighter, The Ox-Bow Incident, and Bad Day at Black Rock tackled 
heroism, vigilantism, and racism, respectively—but movies were more 
expensive than radio shows, making it harder to experiment. Richard W. 
Etulain, Re-Imagining the Modern American West: A Century of Fiction, 
History, and Art (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996), xiii–xiv; Gary 
A. Yoggy, “When Radio Wore Spurs: An Analysis of Westerns on Radio,” 
Old-Time Radio Digest (March-April 1985): 17–18; Lenihan, Showdown, 
115–47; R. Philip Loy, Westerns in a Changing America, 1955–2000 (Jefferson, 
N.C.: McFarland, 2000), 1–14.

45. As Walter Ong put it, “When I pronounce the word ‘permanence’, 
by the time I get to the ‘-nence’, the ‘perma’ is gone, and has to be gone.” 
Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word (London: 
Routledge, 1982), 32.

46. Bruce Lenthall, Radio’s America: The Great Depression and the Rise 
of Modern Mass Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 83–87.

47. Dunning, On the Air, 302, 404–5.

A B S T R A C T  Radio drama gave Americans a new form of commercial 
entertainment in the 1930s, but the stories themselves contained time-
honored elements. One of these was the rhetorical tradition scholars have 
identified as American civil religion. Radio Westerns were particularly 
well suited to promulgate familiar civil religion themes. They described 
the United States as an instrument of divine will in history, celebrated 
Americans as pious people, and associated national expansion with the 
implementation of God’s will.

The Lone Ranger was the most famous Western to articulate these 
themes. The show’s writers consciously sought to create in their hero a 
“composite of all men who uphold the laws of God and man.” During its 
long broadcast history from 1933 to 1954, the show attracted a large audi-
ence and inspired publishing, film, and television ventures. By the late 
1940s, however, owing in part to World War II and in part to the Cold 
War, some Americans on both sides of the microphone found the old 
formula unsatisfactory.

Gunsmoke, which premiered in 1951, exemplified a second gen-
eration of radio Westerns. Though still civil religious, these Westerns 
located the United States’ religious significance less in national triumph 
than in personal triumphs of its citizens. In doing so, they critiqued the 
earlier Westerns and shifted from what Martin E. Marty has called the 
“priestly” to the “prophetic” form of civil religion. Their impatience with 
the older Westerns’ use of civil religion also paralleled theological cri-
tiques of the popular Christianity of the 1950s.

Keywords: civil religion, radio, Westerns
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